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Introduction
The boost in the capacity and volume of electronic health records (EHRs) has created a tremendous opportunity for clinical research and practice 1, 2 . It is widely acknowledged that information extraction of unstructured clinical notes using natural language processing (NLP) and text mining is essential for using clinical data for secondary purposes [3] [4] [5] [6] . It leads to the increasing demands on open source NLP frameworks, which can extensively facilitate incremental software development of information extraction in clinical domain. For example, Open Health Natural Language Processing (OHNLP) Consortium 7 encourages the use of Apache Unstructured Information Management Applications 8 (UIMA) frameworks to develop different NLP components and annotators. Apache cTAKES 9 , originated from OHNLP Mayo cTAKES, has been adopted widely and has influenced the whole clinical informatics community.
Lab tests are medical procedures used to establish or confirm a diagnosis and aid the management of disease 10 . Lab test results are currently stored as structured information in EHRs enabling retrievals and reuses. Lab test results can also be captured in unstructured clinical notes. However, the potential of unstructured lab test mentions was not fully explored. Recent related studies have focused on processing unstructured lab test data from text into structured format 11 . Lab test results reported in clinical notes are enriched with more comprehensive context information about diseases or drugs. They are of a great potential to reverse engineer the decision making process of clinicians. Correlating lab test mentions from text with exact lab test records in structured format could help confirm the truthfulness of text recording and infer the temporal relationships between lab tests, diseases, and outcomes.
Although open source NLP frameworks facilitate the lab test result extraction, there are several major challenges for a reliable lab test result extraction system 12, 13 . First, clinical notes have more diverse writing styles compared with clinical trial protocols and scientific articles. The sentences describing lab test results may have different characteristics and forms. It is possible that both narrative sentences like "Patient informed the HbA1c completed on day/month/year is 6.0" and semi-structured sentences like "HbA1c: 7.6% ([day1]/[month1]), 6.9% ([day2]/[month1])" are used in the clinical notes of the same patient. Due to the lack of institutional documentation standards, the style in which lab test values are mentioned in clinical notes varies among different providers. Secondly, missing temporal and co-reference (linguistic expressions pertaining to the same entity/event/time) information will also lead to misinterpretation or missing information [14] [15] [16] . For example, in the sentence of "His previous HbA1c reading is satisfactory", without a comprehensive analysis, it is challenging to extract the detailed lab test information as potential references for clinical decision support.
In this study, we developed a lab test result extraction system with the functionality to match the extracted results and structured lab test data using extracted temporal information. It enables the analysis of correlation between unstructured lab test results from clinical notes and structured lab test results in EHR. Additionally, the populated analysis of lab test results will be more comprehensive after the lab test results from both unstructured and structured data are combined. Our research also indicates that a system can be rapidly developed by leveraging existing open source NLP systems.
Related works
Kang et al. proposed symbolic information extraction system to extract laboratory test information from the text corpus from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 17 . The authors extracted the device and test information from four types of laboratory tests: specimens, analytes, units of measures and detection limits. The performance was compared with three existing supervised machine learning algorithms: Hidden Markov Model, Support Vector Machine and Conditional Random Field. The proposed symbolic information extraction system outperforms the machine learning methods mentioned above. Besides numeric value extraction in clinical and biomedical domain, there are also studies in unsupervised or semisupervised extraction methods on product attribute extraction [20] [21] [22] . These studies mainly focused on information extraction of product attributes from product description on electronic commercial websites. The main advantage of unsupervised or semi-supervised methods is these methods do not require manually labeled data as training data and avoid model overfitting and biased selected training set.
Although these previous studies have the capacity to identify the numeric-based lab test values, no previous studies reported the association of the lab test values with temporal information. Besides, the symbolic based systems are sensitive to the characteristics of the application, which varies among particular corpora. As we have discussed before, clinical notes have different characteristics from clinical trial protocols and scientific articles. As a result, a system specifically proposed for clinical corpus is needed.
Materials
We first identified diabetes cases among Mayo Clinic EHRs using ICD-9 diagnosis codes, and randomly sampled 104 diabetes patients. There are 6,717 clinical notes retrieved for those patients from 1996 to 2015. Their structured lab test results for glucose and HbA1c were obtained from Mayo Clinic Data Warehouse with 1,956 records for glucose tests and 1,505 records for HbA1c tests. In addition, the total number of patient with records, minimum, maximum and mean of number of records for each patient from structured lab test records are also shown in Table 1 . To construct a dictionary of HbA1c and glucose related terms, a medical expert reviewed clinical notes of randomly selected 5 patients to abstract possible related terms. There are 19,992 sentences from the clinical notes from 5 patients, among which 66 sentences are relevant to the lab test of HbA1c or glucose. To further evaluate the accuracy and completeness of the lab test extraction from clinical notes, we also created a gold standard corpus of lab test related sentences. Two medical experts reviewed the clinical notes from another 15 randomly sampled patients and annotated the relevant sentences. The remaining records of patients (n=84) are utilized for statistically analysis, along with the manually reviewed patients (n=20), in the Discussion section. The gold standard corpus contains annotated relevant sentences without the correlations and numeric values. Some sentences are excluded due to the lack of information of lab test results. For example, sentences like "Will obtain mammogram and glucose for screening" and "Unsatisfactory: Glucose, Lipids" are removed from the ground truth evaluation, since no values and results are mentioned. In this step, the medical experts annotated 275 lab test related sentences. After the lab test results are extracted by the proposed system, the correctness of extracted variables, values and temporal information is manually reviewed.
Methods
The workflow of the proposed lab test extraction system is illustrated in Figure 1 . To process the unstructured clinical notes, the system consists of sentence detector, variable extraction, temporal expression extraction, numeric value detection and variable-numeric-temporal association. The output of this pipeline is the structured lab test records encoded into a Common Analysis System (CAS) object in the UIMA framework, named as LabValueMention. The data structure of LabValueMention object is shown in Table 2 . The field "NormalizedForm" is the normalized name in string of lab test variables. If the lab test result is a single numeric value, the field "NumericValue" will be assigned as a double. In some cases, the clinical note authors may mention a range of values, then "NumericRangeMin" and "NumericRangeMax" will be used to represent the range. For instance, in the sentence "Glucose values yesterday: ranged from 104 to 162", "NumericRangeMin" is supposed to be assigned as 104 and NumericaRangMax as 162, both in type double. The lab test matcher then correlated the LabValueMention objects with structured data. 
Lab Test Matcher

Matching
The sentence detector, tokenizer, Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagger and chunker are from MedTagger 23 , an UIMA framework for medical and clinical information extraction. The sentence boundaries obtained from the sentence detector are used for the separation of semantic concepts. Only lab test values mentioned in the same sentence are considered as candidates for correlations in this study. The tokenizer, part-of-speed tagger and chunker are used to generate the pre-requisite annotations for other components.
The variable extraction uses an extended version of domain knowledge from Valx 11 . The extended items are obtained from the annotations. During the first round of annotation, the experts annotated all sentences related to lab tests. Then all the related concepts are added into the existing variable mention list on the annotated corpus. For example, in clinical notes, the abbreviation "Glyco" may refer to "Glycosylated hemoglobin", and the abbreviation "HDL" may reference to "HDL-Cholesterol". These mentions are neither included in the dictionary in Valx or MedTagger. The mentions are collected in relation OR, which is represented by "|" in regular expression. For example, the term "HDL-Cholesterol" may have different mentions in clinical notes, including "HDLCholesterol", "HDL-Cholesterol", "High-density lipoprotein" and "HDL". These mentions are combined by "|", resulting in "HDL Cholesterol|HDL -cholesterol|HDL-Cholesterol|High-density lipoprotein|HDL" as the regular expression pattern. All the patterns are case-insensitive. The extended domain knowledge dictionary contains 152 terms, though most of them are not discussed in this study. The patterns of all the terms are pre-compiled during the initialization phase of UIMA.
The patterns described above will obtain multiple entities if the mentions contain overlapping tokens. Since "Cholesterol" may represent "Total Cholesterol" by some clinical note authors, "Cholesterol" is included in the mention list of "Total Cholesterol". It may cause ambiguous that the variable extraction of "LDL Cholesterol" also extracts "Cholesterol" as "Total Cholesterol". To avoid this, all annotation spans contained by other spans will be excluded.
If the sentences contain at least one lab test variable, the numeric values are extracted by the regular expression "\s(\d+(\.\d+)*)". The annotated text spans of type MedTimex3 by MedTime 24 are skipped for regular expression. Once a numeric text span by regular expressions is extracted, the text span will be checked to see if it overlaps with MedTime annotation. If the overlap exists, the text span will be discarded without indexing as numeric value. After numeric values are extracted, the list of numeric values is traversed to associated with range representations. Specifically, if the two numeric values have only "-" or "to" in the middle, these numeric annotations are combined into one annotation, and the fields of "NumericRangeMin" and "NumericRangeMax" are filled accordingly.
Once both variables and numeric values are extracted, sentences without the presence of either one variable or one numeric value are dropped out. Then we need to associate the numeric values with lab test variables. The association depends on the word sequence in the sentence. The numeric values will first find the closest previous lab test variable in the sentence and then the lab test variable is assigned to the numeric value.
To associate the temporal expression with the detected lab test values, a simple scheme is used. The temporal expression extraction is done using MedTime 24 . In this study, we only focus on temporal expressions with granularity equal to or greater than day, which corresponding to the type of "Date" in MedTime output values. The other types of entities "Time", "Set" and "Duration", though will be extracted by MedTime, are omitted in this study. If the sentence contains only one extracted temporal expression, e.g. "Patient informed the HbA1c completed on 2/8/08 is 6.0", the normalized time stamp from the temporal expression will be assigned to each lab test entity. If multiple temporal expressions are detected, for example, in the sentence of "HbA1c: 7.6% (4/11), 6.9% (10/10), 7.0% (4/10)", there are three temporal expressions ("4/11", "10/10", "4/10") extracted. Then the temporal expressions will be assigned to different lab test values according to the order in each sentence. If no valid temporal expression associated to a lab test mention, the field Time is assigned as "DOC_DATE". "DOC_TIME" will later be resolved to the actual document date according to the metadata of the clinical notes.
The final step of the pipeline is to match with structured lab data. The lab tests extracted from clinical notes are given a ±15-day window while matching the structured results. The time window is a parameter of lab test matcher. For chronic diseases such as diabetes the 15-day time window is good enough. For intensive care unit patients where lab tests come very frequently, the window can be set as minutes. Accordingly, the granularity may need to change to minute using "Time" from MedTime. After records within the given window are found, the values are compared by proper decimal precisions. The criterion of matched numeric values of HbA1c is within the different of 0.1, and for the glucose is 1.0. The ranges of lab values are considered matched with structured records if the numeric values of minimum and maximum results meet the criterion described above.
Results
In the annotated clinical notes from 15 patients, there are 275 sentences containing lab test values of at least one of the HbA1c or glucose results, and 51 sentences containing both Glucose and HbA1c information. The performance of lab test sentence extraction of HbA1c and Glucose is shown in Table 3 . The performance was evaluated by a modified version of the standard precision, recall and F1-score 25 . The precision is defined as
, recall is defined as
. The reason true negatives are not counted in the metrics is that the number of true negatives is dominant in clinical notes. From Table 3 , it is shown that the proposed system can extract values accurately in both results of HbA1c and glucose. The system has high F1-scores in HbA1c, glucose and overall of 0.964, 0.967 and 0.966 respectively. After matched records are found, we evaluated the correlated lab results between structured and unstructured data. We define two measures to evaluate the correlation between the set of structured records and the extracted lab value records from unstructured clinical notes. The set of structured records from EHR is denoted as ! , and the set of lab test records from unstructured clinical is denoted as ! . The intersection ratio ! is the size of matched records (intersection) divided by the size of union of the records:
, while the union ratio ! is the total number of matched records divided by the size of structured records:
. Both ratios reflect how relevant the lab test values of clinical notes are to structured EHR. We compared the intersection ratios and the union ratio of the extracted lab test from clinical notes for glucose and HbA1c in the 15-patient corpus, which are shown in Table 4 . From the results we can conclude that only a small portion of lab test results mentioned in the clinical notes correlated with the structured data. Though the records of glucose appear more frequent than HbA1c, it is less mentioned in the clinical notes. The difference between intersection ratio and union ratio indicates that not all lab test values mentioned in the clinical notes can be found in the structured records, this is due to home lab testing used by patients and reported during visits.
For glucose, the normal value range is from 70 to 100 mg/dL. The extracted results show that 75.1% of the correlated values are out of the normal range, while the other 24.9% of the values are normal. For HbA1c, the normal range is 4% to 5.6%. 10% of the correlated values are within this range. There are 22.6% of the values indicating high risk (5.7% -6.4%) of diabetes, and 67.4% of the values indicating the complication of diabetes (6.5% or higher). The findings reflect the fact that the lab tests done in hospital mostly target patients who have abnormal lab test results and need immediate medical attention.
Discussion
Applications
The experimental result presented in the previous section indicates the proposed system has high-readability to enable populated analysis from narrative and unstructured clinical notes. One of the applications is to study the trends on the number of mentioned lab test results in clinical notes by time. Figure 2 shows the number of patients with lab test results mentioned in clinical notes with the number of total mentioned lab tests by year. In Figure 2 , "HbA1c-Pt" and "Glucose-Pt" represent the number of patients having lab test results in clinical notes in HbA1c and glucose, respectively, and "HbA1c-ClinicalNotes" and "Glucose-ClinicalNotes" represent the total number of extracted lab test records each year. The figure shows a relatively stable number of visited patients, but the number of mentioned lab tests is increasing.
Another application is to compare the trend of numbers of lab rest results in clinical notes and structured data. We compared the average number of lab test results per patient in HbA1c and glucose, from either clinical notes or structured data, which is illustrated in Figure 3 . The solid lines are the average number of lab test mentioned in clinical notes, while the dashed lines are the number in structured data. With the exception of noises in the trend, the numbers of structured data in HbA1c and glucose are decreasing, while in clinical notes, the same numbers are increasing. One possible explanation of this trend is the rising use of self-monitoring blood sugar meter, which facilitates home tests of HbA1c and glucose. Patients may only mention the results of these two tests done from home without taking these tests during medical visits. In such circumstances, there will be no structured lab test result recorded in EHR, but the test values may be recorded in clinical notes.
As blood indices need to be monitored periodically for chronic diseases, such as diabetes. Home testing of glucose and HbA1c have become an essential part of the health management of the blood sugar for diabetes patients 26 . Some diabetes patients who are at stable status may visit doctors regularly and narrate their home test results to their doctors. Therefore, these test results could be buried in clinical notes, different from structured lab tests, yet very valuable. The extracted lab test results can be combined to the structured lab test records and they will provide more comprehensive information about the patient condition monitoring. The reference of unstructured to structured 
Limitations
Despite of the high accuracy in lab test value extraction from simple sentences, the proposed information extraction pipeline has several limitations. First, the relative values of lab test results cannot be correctly identified. In the sentence "Good control but the Hemoglobin A1c has risen approximately 1% to 8.4", the system will extract "1% to 8.4" as the numeric range, instead of identify the HbA1c value of 7.4 in previous lab test. Second, the proposed system does not consider comparison statements, e.g. "Glyco still within goal at less than 7.0". Currently the value "7.0" will be extracted rather than an upper bound of the comparison statement. This will lead to missing association from the clinical notes to the structured records. Third, the numeric value extraction is dependent on MedTime. If MedTime fail to detect temporal expressions, the numeric values in temporal expression will be misinterpreted as lab test values. For example, in one of the gold standard sentence, the physician used "0330" to present the time "3:30pm". Then "0330" is not identified by MedTime and further it is identified as a numeric value and associated with the previous lab test variable.
It is observed that the performance of the proposed system will reduce with the increase of sentence semantic complexity. In long sentences, it is more difficult to associate the extracted variables, values and temporal expressions. This limitation exists in other rule-based or symbolic-based information extraction systems as well 17, 27 . The current lab test extraction system does not extract lab test results without numeric values in the sentence. For example, the sentence "His glycol hemoglobin is now normal" does describe an HbA1c result, but contain no numeric value, therefore it is difficult to correlate with structured data. Also, in phrases like "Hemoglobin A1c has risen approximately 1% to 8.4", there is no temporal adverb like "previous" or "recent", but it semantically referred to a previous lab test event. In this case, cross-sentence co-reference is needed, however it remains challenging for the proposed system. Sentences like "This is done on [day]/[month]" is not currently extracted due to the missing variable values. Additional methods of robust cross-sentence coreference resolution need to be implemented in the system to resolve this issue.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an information extraction system to extract lab test information from unstructured clinical notes and correlate them with structured lab records. The system can extract lab test variables, numeric values as well as temporal information. Using annotated gold standard data, we evaluated the performance of this system and demonstrated it has a high precision and recall in HbA1c and glucose for diabetes patients. The temporal information combined with the extracted values has various potential applications on cohort identification, chronic disease monitoring and clinical text mining.
In future, we will investigate on unsupervised machine learning models and clustering methods using contextual features to enable further adaptation and extension, which will be portable beyond Mayo Clinic. We will partner with New York Presbyterian Hospital/Columbia University to leverage their EHR data for external validation. A user interface will also be developed to assist the clinical specialists to utilize the proposed system in the practice of health care.
